Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations


Topic: Biodiversity

Deeply concerned that the world has 184 million people suffering from chronic hunger each day,

Bearing in mind that our planet has lost more than one million species since 1AD,

Noting with regret, biodiversity is experiencing dramatic changes and losses at the hands of humans,

1. Recommends countries to emphasize more laws about the environment;

2. Designates the United Nations to have a conference with other countries about natural resources;

3. Considers the idea of making more natural parks;

4. Emphasizes the idea of renewable energy;

5. Reminds countries to use insects nets instead of pesticides;

6. Proclaims an area where humans cannot access and only animals can live;

7. Requests the abandonment of factory farms;
8. Supports teaching people about biodiversity;

9. Reaffirms to use more environmentally friendly products;

10. Encourages existing Non-Governmental Organizations to create a policy on cutting down less trees;

11. Designates the United Nations to encourage environmentally friendly designs on houses so that we will not have to grow food where animals live;

12. Supports the idea of recycling paper instead of cutting down trees to make new paper.